Introduction
In order to prevent rockfall hazards along railway lines, the authors developed a rockfall survey system applying a noncontact vibration measurement technique for detecting unstable rock blocks found on slopes adjacent to railway lines [1] . To make the rockfall risk evaluation method using vibration measurements [2, 3] easier and safer to use, the stability of the blocks of rock was evaluated by estimating their natural frequency by virtue of a remote noncontact vibration measurement system developed by the Railway Technical Research Institute [4] . Although the noncontact vibration measurement technique has already reached a practical stage [1] , the stability evaluation method has only reached a stage where simple evaluation concepts have been proposed [1, 5] . To improve the evaluation accuracy of stability, consideration of the scale and supporting conditions of the rock block are necessary.
An aerial survey system of the rock block shape was designed to evaluate its stability. A proposal was then made for a technique to model the blocks and a method to analyze the risk of a rockfall. Figure 1 shows the process for evaluating the risk of a rockfall using these technologies. First of all, the shape of an unstable rock block is measured by the aerial survey system. Next, a numerical analysis model of the rock block is made by using the obtained shape data and the material properties of the rock block. Then, a parametrical analysis taking into account the support conditions and load conditions is executed by using the numerical rock block model, and the relationship between natural frequency of the rock block and the maximum tensile stress at the block-bedrock connecting part are analyzed. Finally, the predominant frequency obtained by noncontact measurements is checked with the frequency-stress relation in order to evaluate the stability of the rock block. The target of this study is to develop tools which can enable simple execution of this series of tasks related to the rockfall risk evaluation.
Accordingly, we first developed the aerial photography survey system to acquire the shape of a rock block that Measured frequency would be difficult to measure from the foot of the rock slope. The aerial photography survey system is composed by installing a stereo video camera on a remote controlled model helicopter, and it provides the rock block shape in the form of a three dimensional point cloud data set. Next, software was developed in order to generate the 3D FE analysis model from the 3D point cloud data of the rock block shape. A method was then proposed to evaluate the risk of a rockfall by using the 3D FE analysis results from the rock block models. The developed system and software are described below, along with model experiments conducted to verify their performance. The rockfall risk evaluation method was then applied to a real rock block. Figure 2 outlines the aerial photography survey system composed of a stereo video camera on a remote controlled model helicopter. The total length of the system is 1.6 m, and the weight is approximately 10 kg. The helicopter can fly continuously for about 15 minutes while the ground station conducts real-time monitoring of the overhead imagery. By taking the image of a rock block from various directions, the system can obtain the rock block shape without data loss due to blind areas. Figure 2 also shows the stereo camera units. The baseline length of the stereo camera units can be changed within a range of 500 to 700 mm, and the stereo color images with 1.3 million pixels can be taken at a frame rate of 15 fps. A preliminary experiment of installing a stereo camera on the nose section of the model helicopter failed due to the vibration of the helicopter. Hence, we produced the stereo camera units to be mounted on the skid section by using four pieces of vibration damping material. The target measurement accuracy of the system was to be within several millimeters when taking a picture with an approach of within five meters.
Aerial photography survey system

Systems Overview and Application Objectives
Stereoscopic digital image correlation method
Below is an overview of the stereoscopic digital image correlation method with an example of the parallel stereo camera: when parallel-aligned cameras, having the same camera parameters for measurement as shown in Fig. 3 , take images at point P, the projections of point P onto each of the camera screens are denoted by P l (u,v) and P r (u',v') respectively. The coordinates of (X,Y,Z) of point P can be obtained by (1) by triangulation, where the coordinates of point P refer to the coordinate system of the camera on the left side.
Where, b is the baseline length of the stereo camera, and f is the focal length of each camera.
In this system, geometric data such as the relative locations of the two cameras and parameters required for the stereo matching of the cameras can be obtained by taking the image of a calibration board printed with a specific pattern and then analyzing the imagery data. The corresponding points on the left and right screens are detected by automatic search on the epipolar line, and the threedimensional point cloud data of the subject can be automatically calculated. In order to confirm vibration resistance of the stereo camera unit and measurement accuracy of the aerial photography survey system, an aerial photography experiment of a rock block model was carried out. As shown in Fig. 4 , a dummy rock block model with known dimensions was set at an elevation of 4 m above the ground level. Then, the vibration was simultaneously measured at the skids (installation part of the stereo camera unit) of the model 
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helicopter and the right camera. Figure 5 shows the acceleration waveforms measured at the skids and the right camera. In comparison with the vibration of the skids, the vibration of the camera was found sufficiently reduced. Table 1 shows the example of the measurement results of the distance between two points on the dummy rock block model. The measurement error was within a range of approximately 3 %; the system has sufficient accuracy to roughly determine the geometric shape of a rock block.
One drawback when measuring with a parallel stereo camera is that the measurement accuracy in a depth direc-
Fig. 4 Aerial photography experiment
tion from the stereo camera is relatively low. As this system can also take pictures of the subject from the side, the problem of the depth direction accuracy can be solved. As this system can take the stereo video images of the subject from various directions, the shot image can be adjusted to the most suitable direction for measurement.
Obtaining the rock block shape without blind areas
Although the aerial photography survey system can acquire the rock block shape data, if a photo of the rock block is taken from direction only when it is protruding from slope, there inevitably be a blind area in the image. Therefore, to measure the entire shape of the rock block, this system takes images of the subject from multiple directions. The shape of the entire rock block can then be obtained by overlapping the multiple shape data sets. Figure 6 (a) shows that the first step is to take stereo video images from multiple directions using the aerial photography survey system. Figure 6 (b) shows the next step, where plural point cloud data sets are made by image correlation, and the corresponding points between each data set are presumed to refer to the brightness information of the data points. Then, the point cloud data sets are overlapped by converting the coordinates of each data set with the affine-transformation shown in (2) . 
Where, r ij shows the rotation element of the matrix, and t k shows the translation element of the matrix. Thereby, as shown in Fig. 6 (c), rock block shape data without data omissions due to blind spots can be obtained, with satisfactory accuracy in terms of depth.
Numerical analysis modeling from the rock block shape data
A technique and software which can make the numerical rock block model from the point cloud data of its shape was developed as the next stage in the procedure. This phase is explained using a real example shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 7 (a) shows the point cloud data for the rock slope shape pictured in Fig. 6 in a contour chart of distance. Firstly, part of the rock block and its periphery are cut out as illustrated in Fig. 7(a) . Next, an outline model of the rock slope is made by applying the technique shown in Fig. 7(b) to the point cloud data cut out in the previous procedure. In this procedure, cubic elements are regularly arranged in a surface region where the coordinate point data exists and the internal area enclosed by the surface region. The coordinate point data included in a cubic element with no adjacent elements is deleted with the element as data noise. The model composed of the cubic elements in Fig. 7(c) is made by such processing. Next, the rock block model is cut out by using a hexahedron frame in consideration of the shape and inclination of the rock slope model (Fig. 7(d) ), and the size of the cubic elements are adjusted by combining the elements to make them suitable for numerical simulation (Fig. 7(e) ). Finally, a 3D FE analysis model of the unstable rock block is completed by setting the bedrock model and the rock block-bedrock connecting part model (Fig. 7(f) ). The rock block-bedrock connecting part can be set arbitrarily on five planes cut out by a hexahedron frame, and the position and the area of the bonded parts can be defined freely. 
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Verification of the numerical analysis modeling technique by model experiments
We verified the validity of the proposed technique by making the 3D FE analysis model of the rectangle block model. Figure 8 shows the experimental model and measuring system. We used a gypsum block bonded to the concrete base to simulate an unstable rock. The predominant frequency of the gypsum block was decreased by gradually cutting the connecting part on the backside of the block. Remote measurements were made of vibrations in the gypsum block for various bonding lengths, and predominant frequencies were identified. The connecting part (113 mm in height, 53 mm in width, 2.0 mm in thickness) was set at the left lower part of the back of the gypsum block, and was gradually sawn from the upper part.
Figure 9(a) shows the gypsum block model that was used in the experiment. Figures 9(b) and 9(c) show the numerical models of the gypsum block that were made using the proposed technique, and composed of 10 mm-cubic elements. The numerical model shown in Fig. 9 was modeled by applying the proposed technique to the accurate 3D point cloud data of the gypsum hexahedron which was made by CAD. Consequently, it was confirmed that the developed numerical analysis modeling software was able to model the shape of the block correctly. However, the model indicated in Fig. 9(c) was made with 3D point cloud data obtained from the stereovision. In this case, ruggedness appeared on the surface of the numerical analysis model because of measurement errors in the stereovision, and the mass of the numerical analysis model was overestimated by approximately 9 %. Figure 10 shows the experimental results and the FE analysis results of the relationship between the bonding length (area) and the predominant frequency of the gypsum block. The base part and the connecting part were input in the numerical analysis model, and the material properties of the gypsum (the specific gravity: 1.89, the elastic modulus: 1.09*10 4 N/mm 2 ) were entered into the block model. A three dimensional FE analysis was then conducted using NASTRAN (ver. 8.1). As the experimental results and numerical analysis results indicated close values, it was confirmed that the change in frequency marking a decrease in block stability could be simulated by using the FE analysis model which was made by the developed software.
Rockfall risk evaluation considering deadweight and seismic load
Rockfall risk evaluations were tested on real rock blocks using the FE analysis model shown in Fig. 7 . Figure  11(a) shows the numerical analysis model of the real rock block, and Fig. 11 (b) describes how to set the block-bedrock connecting part. It was assumed that the back of the block connected to the bedrock was gradually eroded from the top. The material properties of the model were 2.5 in specific gravity, 32 kN/mm 2 in the elastic modulus, and 4.1 N/ mm 2 in tensile strength. Three dimensional FE analyses were conducted using NASTRAN (ver. 8.1). In addition remote noncontact vibration measurements were taken of the real rock block modeled in this study, confirming that the predominant frequency of the rock block was 68.9 Hz. Figure 12 shows an example of the analysis results of stress distribution at the connection point due to the deadweight. The tensile stress value was high at the upper edge of the connected part of the block. Similar analyses were executed with different bonding lengths and load conditions. The bonding length was set from 40 to 240 mm at intervals of 40 mm, and three kinds of design earthquake ground motions shown in Fig.13 were applied to the numerical models [6] . Three dimensional elastic FE analysis was then performed, assuming that the rock block would fall when the tensile stress in the connecting part exceeded the tensile strength of the rock material. Figure 14 was obtained by 3D FE analyses, and the graph shows the relationship between the predominant frequency of the rock block and the maximum tensile stress generated in the connecting part. The actual maximum tensile stress (2.1 N/mm 2 ) is deducible by checking the predominant frequency (68.9 Hz) of the rock block on the curve of the deadweight in this graph. The predominant frequency (46.9 Hz) at which the rock block is detached by the deadweight is also deducible by applying the tensile strength (4.1 N/mm 2 ) of the rock material to the curve of the deadweight in the graph. In the same way, the maximum tensile stress at the connecting part and the falling limit value of the rock block frequency (rockfall frequency) are deducible when each earthquake ground motion is applied. Table 2 shows the summary of those analytical results. The overturn safety ratio shown in Table 2 is defined by (3) [5] .
Overturn safety ratio
Tensile strength Maximum tensile stre = s ss at the connecting part (3)
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The evaluation results of the rockfall risk of the target rock block are as follows: ・ At present, this rock block will not fall under the deadweight. ・ When the predominant frequency falls to about 60 Hz by the erosion along the back of the block, the rock block may fall down in an L2 earthquake. ・ When the predominant frequency falls to about 50 Hz, this rock block may fall down under the deadweight or in an L1 earthquake.
Conclusions
In order to raise the accuracy of rockfall risk evaluation methods using a noncontact vibration measurement technique, an aerial survey system of the rock block shape was developed, along with a modeling technique for rock blocks and a method to analyze rockfall risk. The following conclusions were found: (1) An aerial photography survey system was built to acquire the shape of rock blocks that otherwise would be difficult to access for measurement from the ground. Measurement errors were within the range of approximately 3 %, meaning that the system is sufficiently accurate to roughly determine the geometric shape of a rock block. (2) Techniques and software were developed which can determine the entire shape of a rock block by overlapping multiple shape data sets acquired through the aerial photography survey system. Complete rock block shape data without omissions due to blind spots can be obtained by using the developed software. (3) Techniques and software were developed which generate the FE analysis model from the 3D point cloud data of the rock block shape. The change in frequency according to a decrease in block stability can be simulated by using the FE analysis model which was made using developed software. (4) A method was proposed to evaluate the risk of a rockfall by using 3D FE analysis results of rock block models generated by the proposed techniques, and this method was tried in practice to evaluate how a real rock block behaves. As a result of this study, a series of tools for rockfall risk evaluation were developed in consideration of support conditions, material properties, and applied load. The verification and the improvement of the criterion of rockfall risk will be part of future work. 
